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WELCOME BACK,
STATESMEN!

Welcome home, Statesmen! Let’s get
started on another great year here at
William Penn University. Congratulations
on moving into your next year.

Don’t forget, we all have a
responsibility of representing WPU - and
that includes lending a hand to the
newcomers! Can’t you remember your first
week here? It can be pretty stressful to
jump into a community that you don’t
know, so it’s our job to make the
Freshmen and transfers feel at home in
these halls. And to those who graduated
and won’t be returning, you will always
have a home here at Penn!

It’s not only great to see the returning
students walk around the campus, but the
beloved WPU staff as well! Without you,
no matter the role you play, we wouldn’t
be able to thrive and grow at Penn.

WILLIAM PENN UNIVERSITY, PENN HALL

Welcome home, everyone, and welcome to the first issue of the revived Penn & Ink. We
are thrilled to start this journey with all of you, and we want you to know that we
not only value your thoughts and concerns but we run off of them.

You, the students of William Penn University, are the fuel for this publication! Your
submissions and suggestions make the content that we publish!

Without further adieu, let us dive into this new semester!

“Right is right, even if everyone is against it; and
wrong is wrong, even if everyone is for it.”

William Penn
◖1◗
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WELCOME, FRESHMEN & TRANSFERS!

William Penn is so excited
to welcome this new wave of students to
campus! Embarking on this new chapter in
life can be confusing and stressful, but
the WPU staff are here to help with
anything you need. If you want to get in
contact with someone, look at the
DIRECTORY! You can also talk to your
professors, advisors, or even returning
students if you have any questions as
you move through your first week here at
Penn.

William Penn is a smaller university
than most, which allows us to offer
students much more in terms of
one-on-one guidance with professors and
opportunities to explore the areas of
career you are interested in! Our
student-professor ratio ensures that you
will be able to find time to speak to
and get to know the people you’ll be
spending these next years around.

First things first, make sure you have
your student ID! If you don’t, contact
RESIDENCE LIFE to get one made as soon
as possible. IDs are required to get
into the dorms and make life in the
cafeteria much easier. Not to mention,
various businesses around Oskaloosa
offer discounts to William Penn students
who have their ID on hand!

And, let’s be honest, we’re all broke WILLIAM PENN UNIVERSITY SIGN

All WPU Students
receive 10% off in

store at Book Vault!

Do you have a passion
for photography? Let
us publish your work
in the Penn & Ink!

◖2◗
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college kids here.

Secondly, if you have a car, you will
want to get a parking pass so that you
aren’t fined when you park on campus.
CAMPUS SAFETY is the office that
supplies these stickers for your
vehicle, but you need to register it on
wmpenn.edu/vehicle-registration!

I know we all think it’s ridiculous
that we can get ticketed for parking at
the school we’re paying to attend. But
getting your vehicle registered will
save you the hassle of dealing with it,
and it helps campus security determine
whether or not people who don’t
actually attend WPU are taking spaces
from those of us who do.

Thirdly, this first week is meant for
you to get settled into your schedule.
If you need to drop or add a class, or
you discover a scheduling conflict,
this week is when you want to take care
of it - the sooner the better! All you
need to do is sit down and talk with
your advisor to sort things out, so
make sure you get in touch with them.

There are maps around campus to help
you find your way, but you can also
find one online to have with you while
you get your footing. You should have a
printed version of your schedule if you
attended the Freshman Orientation
Sunday night but, if not, feel free to
use the WPU printers! Having these two
things will make things a lot easier
during this first week, I promise!

For as much as Penn has to offer, we
know that you have just as much to give
back. You weren’t only selected to
attend this private university because
of your grades or GPA - William Penn
values qualities in its students just
as much as academic success, and almost
as much as the money they’re swiping

from your wallets!

I’m joking, I’m joking… The professors
and staff here really do care about us
students, in all honesty. Penn wouldn’t
be Penn without them.

And, to be fair, it wouldn’t be Penn
without us students, either. Getting
involved in organizations and sharing
your thoughts and opinions are part of
what makes the WPU experience so
enjoyable.

Feel free to do that here, just send in
a submission and we can cover the topic
for you. You can also apply to become a
part of the Penn & Ink, and work on
stories yourself!

Just like this publication, there are
countless clubs and organizations to
get involved with! We’ll be covering
many of them in these issues, so make
sure you come back to learn more about
these great opportunities.

We’re so happy you decided to join us!
Now, let’s make your dreams come true~

STUDENT ACTIVITIES PAGE, WMPENN.EDU
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PENN TIPS & ADVICE

TIPS FOR NEWCOMERS
#1 - Always ask questions, be kind, take
comfort in everyone being anxious, they
aren’t alone.

The best advice you will ever receive is
to always ask questions. It doesn’t
matter who you are or where you’re at,
asking questions is the best way to
learn and grow! This is something that
applies to everyone - not just newcomers
at William Penn.

Ask your fellow Statesmen, your
professors, employers, and so on when
you want clarification on something or
need help figuring something out.
Chances are, you aren’t the only one
wondering about it!

#2 - Get to know your professors and WPU
staff! Building relationships with
people as you move through your time
here at Penn will set you up for
greatness. When it comes to your
professors, sitting down to talk with
them about classwork and personal topics
will create an understanding.

For example, if you have
responsibilities at home or at work that
may interfere with class times,
explaining it and working through the
possible resolutions with your
professors might end up saving your
grades! The same can be said for
students balancing sports and academics
- allow your professors to get to know
you better and vice versa!

#3 - The best experience happens when
you get involved with events and
organizations on campus. There are
plenty to pick from, with various levels
of involvement to fit your needs as a
busy student.

You’ll get to see and hear from all of
these groups during Welcome Week! Booths
will be lined up on the sidewalks and
inside the PAC, ready to tell you all
about their organization. You’re sure to
find something that suits you.

I hope to see you there!

⚞Shoutout to Boston Romero (Sr.) & Breck Putzier (Jr.), the first NAIA selections for WPU LaX⚟

#4 - BYOF. What the heck is BYOF? Bring your own fan! Trust me, this is a must. In the
first couple of months, Iowa heat can be pretty intense. Some of the older buildings
don’t have updated cooling systems, so bringing a small portable fan to classes in
Penn hall will save you the sweat stains.

You can find some that plug into outlets, some that run on batteries, and even some
that will plug into your computer with a USB port!

#5 - Your WPU email is the heartbeat of our community. You’ll get reminders for
events, updates from your professors, and notifications about your grades. Most
importantly, you’ll have access to each new issue of Penn & Ink! *wink wink, nudge
nudge*

◖4◗
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⎻⎻FOUNTAINHEAD FEATURES⎻⎻
Editor-in-Chief, Samantha Schwent

As the Editor & Chief of
Penn & Ink, I am thrilled to
introduce our first-ever
issue. Penn & Ink is not
your typical university
newspaper because we are
entirely student-run and
student-focused. Our goal is
to create a platform that is
respectful, informative, and
inclusive, while
highlighting your stories
and accomplishments in a
space for meaningful
discussion.

We want to make sure that
our newspaper is not just
accessible to students, but
also reflective of their
interests and concerns.
That's why we are committed
to covering a wide range of
topics, from campus news and
events to arts and culture,
sports, and social issues.
If there is something you
want us to cover, let us
know!

Penn & Ink will not be
publishing gossip or
negative content. With that
being said, we won’t shy
away from difficult topics
or conversations. If you
want to talk about
something, we’re giving you
the space to do so!

We also understand that a
publication is only as good
as the participation it
receives. That's why we are
calling on all students to
share their thoughts, ideas,
and suggestions. Whether
it's a review of a sport or
theater performance, an
opinion on a campus issue,
or an event you want us to
cover, we want to hear from
you.

As a university newspaper,
Penn & Ink has the unique
opportunity to connect
students with each other and
with the wider university
community. Our newspaper
will serve as a platform for
students to voice their
opinions, share their
experiences, and engage in
dialogue about issues that
matter to them. We aim not
only to be informative but
also engaging and
interactive to bring the
student body together and
create a community that is
informed, connected, and
empowered.

One of our core values is to
foster a culture of
inclusivity and diversity.
We believe that every
student at our university
has a unique story to tell

◖5◗
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⎻Fountainhead Features: Samantha Schwent⎻

and a perspective to share. Through our newspaper, we
hope to celebrate these differences and bring people
together.

As a student-run publication, we are always looking for
new voices to join our team. Whether you are interested
in writing, photography, design, or social media, there
is a place for you at Penn & Ink. Joining our team is a
great way to gain experience, build your portfolio, and
make new connections on campus.

Finally, we believe that a great newspaper is one that
encourages its readers to think critically and engage
with the world around them. We hope that Penn & Ink will
be a source of inspiration, information, and motivation
for our readers, and that it will help to shape the
conversation on campus and beyond.

I can’t wait to get started on this journey with all of
you, and I hope we can work together to make this the
outlet that I know it can be.

Until the next issue,

Samantha Schwent

⚞Attention Students!⚟

We want to hear from you. Submit your ideas for topics, interview subjects, or your own work.

Recommend athletes, artists, or other students who deserve to be recognized. We are here to

celebrate the diverse voices and talents of our student body, and we can't do it without your input.

Join us in creating a newspaper that reflects your interests, concerns, and passions. Whether

you're a writer, photographer, designer, or just have something to say, there's a place for you at

Penn & Ink.

◖6◗
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STUDENT SUBMISSIONS
Q&A

What is the Penn & Ink?
Penn & Ink is a student-run university
newspaper for William Penn University.
It’s not to be confused with the Penn &
Ink Literary Magazine, which features
mostly poetry and other writing and
artforms. We really wanted it to be an
all-inclusive place, where students of
all interests are included. (In other
words, the editor-in-chief probably went
off the rails).

How frequently will the paper be
published?
You can expect a new issue every two
weeks, with time spared for the holidays.
This allows us plenty of time for
revision and prevents our writers from
feeling overwhelmed with articles on top
of their regular responsibilities.

It also creates plenty of opportunity for
submissions to be sent in, discussed, and
put down on paper. Well, electronic paper.

What kind of content will we release?
Well, that highly depends on you–our
readers. The goal of the Penn & Ink is to

Penn & Ink Newspaper Submissions Form Pt. 1

PENN & INK NEWSPAPER LOGO

produce content that covers the topics
WPU students are interested in
discussing, whatever that may be. While
we won't shy away from controversial
discussions, we won’t condone any
slander or targeted content that harms
students or staff.

If there is something you think should
be brought to the table, grab a chair
and have a seat. We want to explore your
interests, not just the interests of an
institution. Send us suggestions,
thoughts, and leads through the student
submissions form and we’ll do our best

◖7◗
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to get it out to the world.

How can students get involved?
There are many different ways to get involved with the newspaper! You can send in topic
suggestions, anonymously or otherwise, or you can join the team and write articles
yourself–even if it’s just a one time thing! For the aspiring photographers and
artists, send in photos of your work to have them featured here for everyone to see!
Submissions and applications can be found here!

There are several small spaces throughout the newspaper that are available for
advertisements or short messages. If you have a club meeting or event on the rise and
want to get the word out, we’re happy to help out.

You can also interact with us on our instagram page, @wmpennandink, through email,

Penn & Ink Newspaper Submissions Form Pt. 2

wmpennandink@gmail.com, or come chat with
us in person.

Are there opportunities for students to
gain experience in journalism or
writing?
Absolutely! Every writer is credited to
their articles, which can be used as
future samples for interviews and resumes.
WPU will archive every issue that we
released, so anyone who has published
their work here, whether that be written
pieces or artwork, will be able to pull it
up years from now.

How can people stay updated about new
releases?
Each new issue will be sent directly to
your WPU email! You can also follow our
instagram account, @wmpennandink, or keep
an eye on the campus bulletin boards for
Penn & Ink fliers.

How can students provide feedback or
suggest ideas to improve the newspaper's
content and overall experience?
Feedback can be sent in through the
submissions forms, social media, email, or
by speaking to the editor-in-chief in

person. All of us are eager to hear your thoughts and concerns going forward, so please
don’t hesitate to share with us!

Let us know if you have any other questions!

◖8◗
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⎻⎻THE ARTS⎻⎻
THE ART STUDENT’S TOOLKIT: CREATIVE OPPORTUNITIES

WILLIAM PENN UNIVERSITY, MCGREW ARTS
BUILDING

Hey there, future Picassos and digital da
Vincis! If you're passionate about
unleashing your creativity and fearlessly
embracing the artistic journey, this one's
for you. Art majors often get the side-eye
when it comes to job prospects, but let me
tell you, that's nothing but a big ol'
myth! The truth is, your art degree is a
superpower that can lead you down a rabbit
hole of amazing and realistic career
opportunities. So, let's dive into this
colorful world of possibilities!

Fine Arts and Visual Arts Careers
Painters, sculptors, photographers, and
illustrators, this is your playground!
According to BLS, the demand for fine

artists, including painters and sculptors, is projected to grow by 1% from 2020 to
2030, which is as fast as the average for all occupations. Additionally, the demand
for photographers is expected to decline slightly by 4% during the same period.
However, with your passion for self-expression and boundless creativity, you can
create your own masterpieces and dazzle the world, opening up opportunities in
galleries, exhibitions, and freelance work.

Animation and Multimedia
Are you a storyteller with a love for animation? This one's for you, animators, and
multimedia maestros! The demand for multimedia artists and animators is projected
to grow 4% from 2020 to 2030, as per BLS. Bring characters to life, create
fantastical worlds, and dive into the realms of gaming and film. Who knows, your
work might be the next big thing! The entertainment industry welcomes your artistic
talents with open arms.

Art Education
Wanna be the guiding light for future artists? Art education is where it's at!
According to BLS, the demand for postsecondary art, drama, and music teachers is
projected to grow by 9% from 2020 to 2030, faster than the average for all

All WPU students are welcome to
explore FACE of Mahaska County,

Oskaloosa’s Art Center!

FACE has orchestrated many art-driven
events, including “Art on the Square” in

July.

◖9◗
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occupations. As an art teacher, you'll inspire and nurture young talents, shaping a
generation of creative minds. It's like being a mentor, cheerleader, and art guru all
rolled into one, leaving a lasting impact on the artistic community.

Museum and Gallery Curating
Calling all art history buffs and curating connoisseurs!The demand for archivists,
curators, and museum workers is projected to grow 11% from 2020 to 2030, according to
BLS, much faster than the average for all occupations. You'll be a storyteller,
showcasing the wonders of the past and present for all to see, preserving and sharing
cultural treasures for generations to come.

Advertising and Marketing

Imagine your artwork gracing billboards,
TV ads, and social media campaigns. As an
art director or creative genius, you'll
collaborate with word wizards to cook up
campaigns that leave jaws dropping and
hearts pounding. According to BLS, the
employment of art directors in
advertising, public relations, and
related services is projected to grow 2%
from 2020 to 2030. Embrace your inner Don
Draper (minus the smoke-filled office)
and seize the opportunity to make a mark
in the dynamic world of advertising and
marketing.

So, my fellow art enthusiasts, fear not
the naysayers who question the viability
of an art degree. Your passion, skills,
and dedication are what the world needs.
Embrace your artistic superpowers and
explore a kaleidoscope of opportunities.
From fine arts to advertising, animation
to interior design, your art major opens
doors to a world where your creativity
reigns supreme. Get out there, shine
bright, and make your mark on the canvas
of life! The world is your gallery, so
let's paint it in bold, brilliant hues of
success! 🎨😊

To find the most recent data on job
opportunities for art majors, please
visit the Bureau of Labor Statistics
website at www.bls.gov or consult other
authoritative labor market sources in
your region.

THE INKWELL INSIDER
⎻⎻Maleea Straube⎻⎻

Maleea is a twenty-one year old artist
here at Penn, double majoring in Creative
& Fine Arts and English, with a writing
emphasis. She chose WPU because of its
proximity to family and friends (and the
price *wink*), but the kind faculty and
fellow students is what compelled her to
stay.

“My inspiration into the arts started
when I was little,” Maleea tells us,
describing how she was influenced by her
artistic family. “It allows freedom to

View Artist Profile Here!

express myself and
my emotions.”

With graduation on
the rise, she says
she’s considering
attending graduate
school and hopes
to become a tattoo
artist. Her advice
to fellow aspiring
artists is to be
open minded, to
explore the art of
others, and, most
importantly, know
that you can find
success.

Senior
●

Creative & Fine Arts
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==ATHLETICS==
AUG 22 | M Soccer | 2pm | Hannibal, MO AUG 22 | W Volley | 6pm | HOME

AUG 23 | W Soccer | 7:30pm | Fremont, NE AUG 24 | M Soccer | 5pm | Pella, IA

AUG 24 | W Volley | 5pm | Fort Dodge, IA AUG 24 | W Volley | 6:30 | Fort Dodge,
IA

Recent Game Highlights

August 22nd, 2023

FOOTBALL

On November 5th,
2022, the William
Penn University
football team
emerged victorious
with a score of
14-3 against their
rival, Clarke. The
game saw standout
performances from
the team's
quarterback,
Sterling Ramsey,
who had an
impressive game
leading the
offense.
Additionally,
Destynd Loring
showcased his
skills in rushing,
contributing
significantly to
the team's success.
Their combined
efforts and
exceptional
performances were
instrumental in
securing the
well-deserved win
for William Penn
University.

A PEAK PERFORMANCE

Tabitha Rogers, a
Southern California
native, is a junior
at William Penn
University. Showing
remarkable speed
and endurance has
earned her the Penn
& Ink Newspaper
title of "Peak
Player." Tabitha is
currently pursuing
a degree in
Elementary Education
with a minor in
English Writing.
Last season, she
finished strong
with impressive times

SOPHOMORE
●

ELEMENTARY ED.

of 12.76 in the 100 meters and 26.66 in the
200 meters. Her dedication and hard work
have undoubtedly paid off, and she is sure
to continue making a name for herself in
the upcoming season.

"Your ability to adapt to failure and
navigate your way out of it absolutely, 100
percent, makes you who you are." - Viola
Davis.

Read more about Tabitha in her Athlete
Profile, which showcases her stats,
achievements, and Q&As!

VOLLEYBALL
In an intense
volleyball match on
November 11th,
2022, the WPU team
secured a thrilling
3-2 victory against
Mt. Mercy. The game
held great significance
for the team as
they sought revenge
against their
opponent. The trio
of Jade Melton,
Alyvia Johnson, and
Corrin Lepper
played exceptional
roles, registering
impressive numbers
with 14, 13, and 13
kills respectively.
Notably, this win
was a pivotal
moment in the Heart
North Standings, as
it propelled WPU
ahead, making a
difference in their
standing within the
league. It was a
hard-fought and
triumphant game
that showcased the
team's determination
and skill.
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Athletic Ambitions
== ==

Exploring the Multifaceted Opportunities for Student Athletes

Hey there, sports enthusiasts
and future game-changers!
If you're a student athlete
with a passion for the
sports world, we've got
some exhilarating news for
you. Pursuing a degree in
sports management opens up
a world of thrilling career
opportunities that will
perfectly blend your love
for sports and your
academic prowess. So, get
ready to dive into the
action and explore the
realistic job prospects
that await you after
graduation!

Sports Marketing and PR
In today's digital age, the
demand for sports marketing
and public relations experts
has skyrocketed. The sports
industry relies heavily on
effective marketing campaigns
and engaging with fans
through various platforms.
The U.S. Bureau of Labor
Statistics reports that the
employment of advertising,
promotions, and marketing
managers is projected to
grow by 6% from 2020 to
2030, adding around 18,800
new jobs.

Event & Facilities Management
The demand for skilled
event and facilities managers
in the sports industry is
expected to grow steadily.
According to the U.S.
Bureau of Labor Statistics,

employment of meeting,
convention, and event
planners is projected to
increase by 8% from 2020 to
2030, driven by the need
for well-coordinated sports
events and experiences.

Sports Analytics and Data
Management
The Sports Analytics Market
Research Report shows the
global sports analytics
market is projected to grow
at a CAGR of over 22% from
2021 to 2026. By crunching
numbers, identifying trends,
and providing data-backed
insights, they play a
crucial role in shaping
winning strategies for
teams.

Sports Merchandising and
Sales
The sports merchandising
and sales industry is
thriving, with a consistent
demand for professionals
who can connect fans with
their favorite teams and
athletes. Statista reports
that the global sports
merchandise market was
valued at over $90 billion
in 2020 and is expected to
grow steadily in the coming
years.

Sports Media & Broadcasting
According to the U.S.
Bureau of Labor Statistics,
employment of announcers
and reporters is projected

to grow by 3% from 2020 to
2030, creating opportunities
for aspiring sports
journalists and analysts.
Student athletes with
sports management degrees
possess a natural charm and
insider knowledge that
captivates audiences.

Athletic Director
There are approximately
1,600 colleges and
universities in the United
States, each requiring an
athletic director, according
to the NACDA. Student
athletes with sports
management backgrounds are
highly valued for their
understanding of the needs
and experiences of
athletes, making them ideal
candidates for these
positions.

With a sports management
degree in your pocket and
your athlete spirit
roaring, the sports industry
is your playground! You
have the power to shape the
future of sports, whether
it's through negotiations,
analytics, marketing, or
leadership. So, step into
the spotlight, unleash your
talents, and embark on an
epic journey where you turn
your passion for sports
into a game-changing
career! Let's go, team!
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Alpha Lambda Delta takes
pride in its mission of
recognizing outstanding
students who have conquered
their freshman year with
remarkable academic
prowess. But wait, there's
more! The honor society's
purpose goes beyond just
patting each other on the
back for acing exams. ALD
seeks to build a close-knit
community of scholars who
stand strong together,
supporting one another
socially, professionally,
and, most importantly,
academically.

Prospective members might
be thinking, "Seems like
too much work for me."
However, at ALD, they
understand the hard work
students put in, including
pulling those all-nighters.
The criteria for joining
the ALD family at WPU are
simple – an awe-inspiring
3.5 GPA during the first
semester. Whether fresh-
faced freshmen or seasoned
transfer students, as long
as the GPA requirement is
met, they're in!

Now, let's talk recognition
– the celebration of
members' achievements!
Each spring, the society
comes together to honor
exceptional members with
an initiation ceremony.
There's a big shout-out
to the stellar students
at WPU's annual awards
ceremony, and graduation
cords for the big day!

SHINING A
SPOTLIGHT:
Alpha Lambda

Delta

Studying for finals can be a
rollercoaster ride of stress
and anxiety, but fear not!
Picture this: a study party
during finals where members
can hit the books in a
serene atmosphere while
munching on delicious snacks.
Now, that's the kind of
study group we need!

But hey, ALD isn't just
about hitting the books. In
the fall, they gear up for
charitable events like can
drives, embodying the spirit
of giving back to the
community. And when spring
arrives, it's time to kick
back and have some fun. Show
up this year for a murder
mystery–best detective gets
rewarded!

ALD seeks to empower its
members to take charge and
lead with confidence. Sharpen
your leadership skills by

becoming an officer to
gain real experience!

Academic Excellence: ALD
boosts academic brilliance,
encouraging members to
soar to new heights of
scholastic achievement.

Community: This society is
more than just a group;
it's a supportive family
that uplifts and celebrates
each other's triumphs.

Leadership and Professional
Development: ALD offers
leadership seminars and
opportunities for members
to grow into fearless
leaders, ready to take on
the world.

Philanthropy: The society
believes in making a
difference by lending a
helping hand to those in
need, fostering a spirit
of giving back to the
community.

Networking: It's not just
about what you know; it's
also about who you know.
ALD provides a platform
for members to connect
with peers, faculty, and
professionals, creating a
web of valuable connections
for life.

For those interested in
joining the ALD Honor
Society or simply wanting
to know more about their
activities, reach out to
Samantha Allen-Wright or
the chapter president,
Samantha Schwent.
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WHAT’S NEXT? .
Penn & Ink is always looking for eager and
interested students to create an amazing
student-run publication. As a contributor,
you'll have the chance to gain valuable writing
and journalism experience, make an impact on
your campus community, and build a portfolio of
writing samples that you can showcase to future
employers!

Apply Now!

or

Send in a
Submission

MONDAY AUG 21 ➢ Classes Begin

TUESDAY AUG 22

➢ Women’s Volleyball | 6pm | HOME

➢ Men’s Soccer | 2pm | Hannibal, MO

➢ Women’s Volleyball | 6pm | Fulton, MO

WEDNESDAY AUG 23

➢ Penn Parent Mixer | 6pm | Pavilion

➢ Women’s Soccer | 7:30pm | Fremont, NE

➢ Men’s Soccer | 7:30pm | Fremont, NE

THURSDAY AUG 24
➢ Church Fair | 11-1pm | Union Sidewalk

➢ Men’s Soccer | 5pm | Pella, IA

➢ Women’s Volleyball | 5pm | Fort Dodge, IA

FRIDAY AUG 25

➢ Women’s Volleyball | 12pm | Columbia, MO

➢ Women’s Volleyball | 6pm | Ottawa, MO

SATURDAY AUG 26 ➢ Men’s Soccer | 11am | Lacey

SUNDAY AUG 27 ➢ Freshman Convocation | 2pm | PAC Courts

➢ Statesmen Award Show | 6pm | PAC Courts

Don’t hesitate to come and join the fun!
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◖CONTACTS & DIRECTORY◗
Penn & Ink -- wmpennandink@gmail.com

Bookstore 641-673-1030 --

Business Office 641-673-1039 --

Campus Safety 641-673-1170 troy.Boston@wmpenn.edu

Career Services 641-673-2173 careerservices@wmpenn.edu

Counseling Center 641-673-1703 smitht@wmpenn.edu

Dean of Academic Affairs 641-673-1010 stahlen@wmpenn.edu

Event Planning 641-673-1078 melissa.daniels@wmpenn.edu

Education Office 641-673-1100 --

Financial Aid 641-673-1060 --

Human Resources 641-673-1076 gambella@wmpenn.edu

Information Technology Services 641-673-2100 ishelpdesk@wmpenn.edu

Penn Activity Center (PAC) 641-673-2176 rimesb@wmpenn.edu

Office of the Registrar 641-673-1082 registrar@wmpenn.edu

Residence Life 641-673-1083 scholesh@wmpenn.edu

Athletic Information 641-673-1025 steinlagew@wmpenn.edu

Student Employment 641-673-1060 walkerke@wmpenn.edu

Student Success Center 641-673-2172 --

Wilcox Library 641-673-1096 --

◖The Scribblers◗
Samantha Schwent

Editor-in-Chief

Maleea Straube
Arts Writer

Isaac Knockel
Sports Writer

Tabitha Rogers
Sports Writer
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